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RATIONALE

In this course the process of transposing the underlying philosophy of the USQ professional
doctorate into active learning begins. That is, a start is made on the exciting but complex
process of nurturing professional leadership capabilities. Enhancement of leadership potential
or capability requires new understanding, self awareness and skill. It is most effectively
developed through a balance of personal and collaborative inquiry applied to highly
challenging issues, with both established and cutting-edge theory as the foundation. The
significance of this course as the core of the professional doctorate lies partly in its selection
of vitally relevant topics; partly in its background of meaningful theory; and partly in its
focus on inquiry into professional practice as you engage in it. Through your own personal
study, combined with the benefits of mutual inquiry with peers and university scholars,
your quest for an enriched professional leadership capability is about to begin.

SYNOPSIS

The course begins with an analysis of the challenges created for educational organisations
by the emergence of post-corporate influences. Post-corporate responses to these influences
are explored and assessed. The role of educational leadership in generating constructive
responses to post-corporate challenges is then analysed, with four leadership approaches
emphasised. These are: Transformational Leadership; Strategic Leadership, Educative
Leadership and Organisation-wide Leadership.

OBJECTIVES

On successful completion of this course students will be able to:

• Formulate conclusions about key issues in education and the impacts of these issues
on the practice of educational leadership.
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• Construct a personal leadership philosophy by applying leadership theory to their
own professional practice.

• Critically evaluate developments in educational theory and policy in global contexts
as they relate to professional leadership.

TOPICS

Description Weighting (%)

1. Postcorporate Influences on Educational Development and Delivery 20.00

2. Professional Leadership Concepts: Organisation-wide leadership processes 40.00

2.1. Transformational, educative and strategic approaches Educators as
leaders

3. Application of Leadership Concepts to a Workplace Challenge 40.00

TEXT and MATERIALS required to be PURCHASED or ACCESSED:

Books can be ordered by fax or telephone. For costs and further details use the 'Book Search'
facility at http://bookshop.usq.edu.au by entering the author or title of the text.

Crowther, F., Kaagan, S., Ferguson, M. & Hann, L. 2002, Developing Teacher Leaders:
How teacher leadership enhances school success, Sage/Corwin, Thousand Oaks, CA.

Limerick D., Cunnington B. & Crowther F. 2000, Managing the New Organisation, Business
& Professional Publishing, Sydney.

REFERENCE MATERIALS

Reference materials are materials that, if accessed by students, may improve their knowledge
and understanding of the material in the course and enrich their learning experience.

Owens R.P. 1998, Organizational Behaviour in Education, 6th edition, Prentice Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ.

STUDENT WORKLOAD REQUIREMENTS

ACTIVITY HOURS

Assessment 100

Directed Study 100

Private Study 120
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ASSESSMENT DETAILS

Description Marks Out of Wtg(%) Required Due Date

CRITICAL REVIEW 1.00 0.00 Y 26 Jul 2002
(see note 1)

MAJOR PAPER 999.00 80.00 Y 08 Nov 2002
(see note 2)

SEMINAR PRESENTATION 999.00 20.00 Y 15 Nov 2002
(see note 3)

NOTES:

1. A value of 1 indicates you have passed the Critical Review component. Zero
indicates you have not passed the Critical Review component.

2. Letter grades will be used in this course and will be displayed in the Notes Section.
3. Letter grades will be used in this course and will be displayed in the Notes Section.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS

1 A Residential School is a compulsory part of this course and must be completed
at the onset of the course unless prior alternative arrangements are made with the
Course Team Leader.

2 When there is more than one marker for a single item of assessment, the distribution
patterns and means for the different markers will be compared and marks adjusted
if necessary.

3 Marking criteria are provided in course material as mark sheets/guides or as part
of assignment specifications.

4 Ungraded summative assessment will be given either Pass, Fail or Incomplete.
5 Course grades will be calculated by aggregating the weighted result or numerical

score for each summative assessment item. Any ungraded assessment requirement
will receive a Pass, Fail or Incomplete.

6 All assessment items must be attempted/submitted. Assessment items must be
passed overall.
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